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A B S T R A C T

Studies of thermal effects of tread braking on railway wheels show that the wheel temperatures may reach
above 600 ◦C, at which the mechanical properties of the wheel steel are significantly impaired. Computational
models that simulate the thermomechanical behaviour of the wheels are commonly based on results from
laboratory tests which do not reflect actual in-service scenarios. Anisothermal testing and modelling are omitted
due to the difficulties in designing relevant experiments and implementation of the results. In this paper, a
preexisting numerical material model is extended in order to implement fully anisothermal behaviour. This
is done by performing several thermomechanical experiments mimicking real-world service and worst-case
scenarios ranging from room temperature up to 650 ◦C. The results from the laboratory testing are then used in
combination with data from traditional isothermal tests to optimise the numerical material model by calibrating
its material parameters. As part of this process it was found necessary to include a time- and temperature-
dependent, non-recoverable (irreversible) mechanism for material softening and microstructural changes which
occur above 400 ◦C. Finite element simulations with the material model using the new parameters and the
softening law show markedly improved adherence to anisothermal and strain-controlled experimental results
compared to the preexisting model(s). The results demonstrate that anisothermal testing is a requirement for
models that are intended to simulate material behaviour for thermomechanical loads and thermally induced
microstructural changes.
1. Introduction

Tread brakes provide a low-cost and maintenance efficient braking
system and are commonly used in freight and low-speed passenger ve-
hicles. However, elevated wheel temperatures occur during prolonged
drag braking actions due to the frictional heating [1,2]. This may lead
to temperatures high enough to cause strength degradation of the near-
pearlitic wheel steel material. In conjunction with the high stresses a
wheel is subjected to during regular operation, this weakened state may
increase the risk for permanent wheel damage or failure.

The behaviour of pearlitic railway wheel steels at elevated temper-
atures has been studied with different purposes over the years. In order
to assess wheel behaviour at severe tread braking, material models
have been tuned by mimicking measured global wheel behaviour at
full-scale inertia dynamometer tests [3,4]. Fatigue properties of wheel
rim material were studied experimentally [5], showing that testing
at 260 ◦C resulted in no reduction of yield stress as compared to
ambient temperature, while a 35% reduction resulted at 540 ◦C. In a
study [6] on eight different wheel steels, it was found that the yield
strength can drop by up to 50% at 540 ◦C. Extensive experimental
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studies [7–9] showed that large-scale microstructural degradation be-
gins at temperatures of approximately 450 ◦C and that the rate of
the degradation rapidly increases with increasing temperature. Addi-
tionally, diffusion processes together with microstructural degradation,
induce an apparently viscous behaviour of the material at these ele-
vated temperatures. Viscous material modelling is employed for finite
element (FE) simulation of rim quenching of wheels [10] and has
also been used for FE simulation of global wheel behaviour at tread
braking using isothermally calibrated Chaboche-type models [11,12].
Combined tread braking and rolling contact loading was studied in [13]
with focus on high strain rates and ratchetting, employing a Chaboche
type material model [14] to predict the influence of tread temperatures
on rolling contact fatigue life.

However, previous studies on tread braked wheels have only in-
cluded material testing results at constant temperature levels, thus
ignoring anisothermal processes. Damage and recovery processes that
occur as the temperature varies were then not investigated, possibly
misestimating the material behaviour. The main goal of the present
paper is to improve the thermomechanical behaviour of the previous
material model [13]. To this end, a new experimental program was
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Table 1
Chemical composition of railway wheel material ER7 (wt%, upper limits)
C Si Mn Mo* Cr * Ni* S P V Cu Fe *Mo+Cr+Ni

0.52 0.4 0.8 0.08 0.3 0.3 0.015 0.02 0.06 0.3 Bal 0.5
t
T
c
d
t

2

p
h
e
i

carried out to gather mainly anisothermal material data for ER7 wheel
steel. The testing was performed according to the European code-of-
practice for thermomechanical testing [15,16]. Suitable strains and
temperatures for the tests was gleaned both from field tests and FE
simulations performed in [17].

In the current paper, a Chaboche unified plasticity model [14]
including viscoplasticity is adopted. The basics of this model, i.e. non-
linear isotropic and kinematic hardening are all required to capture
core aspects of the ER7 experimental results. Static recovery of hard-
ening [14] is utilised to improve the modelling of the viscoplastic be-
haviour, allowing capture of slow diffusion-dominated processes which
are visible at elevated temperatures (200 ◦C and above). The material
hanges due to high temperatures is modelled via a softening equation
pplied to the yield stress and the tangential stiffness moduli, in a
imilar manner as in the implementation of softening in [18]. Since
ardness at ambient temperatures is well correlated with (computa-
ional) yield stress and plastic hardening [19,20], an effort was made
o extract additional useful data by hardness testing on test speci-
ens. These results can then be correlated to temperature-dependent

hanges in parameters controlling yield stress and plastic hardening.
he experimental results are used in different ways depending on
he type of testing. Isothermal stress–strain data are used to identify
he model parameters at the tested temperature levels. Anisothermal
esting results cannot straightforwardly be used in this way due to
he difficulties in separating effects. They are here primarily used for
alibration of the softening equations and as a verification of the overall
erformance of the model. This calibration process is similar to the ones
escribed in [13,21,22].

The present paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 the experi-
ental method is introduced, the types of experiments being anisother-
al cyclic strain-controlled tests, isothermal cyclic strain or force con-

rolled tests at different temperatures as well as Vickers hardness testing
f virgin and used samples. In Section 3 the material model is described.
n Section 4 the experimental results are presented together with
esults from FE simulations employing the calibrated material model.
n particular, the deterioration law is examined and its effect on the
nisothermal results is discussed. In Section 5, conclusions are given.

. Laboratory testing

The material used for this study is ER7 with chemical composition
s specified in EN 13262 [23], see Table 1. Train wheels made from
his material are generally heat treated by rim chilling during manu-
acturing, which creates a fine-lamellar pearlitic microstructure in the
heel rim. With increasing depth from the running surface, an increase

n free ferrite and pearlite lamellar spacing can be observed, which is
ccompanied by a reduction in hardness [7].

Samples were taken from new wheels as shown in Fig. 1(a). Dis-
inction is made between rim samples, circumferential web samples
nd radial web samples. Cylindrical test bars were machined with a
auge diameter of 10 mm, see Fig. 1(b). Uni-axial thermomechanical
esting was performed using an MTS 809 servo-hydraulic biaxial test
rame equipped with induction heating. Strain was measured locally
ith an MTS water-cooled high-temperature extensometer. Two K-

ype thermocouples were welded onto each test specimen according
o the requirements of the thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) testing
ode-of-practice [15,16,24].
2

2.1. Thermomechanical fatigue testing

Thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) testing, which is also referred to
as ‘‘anisothermal testing’’ in this work, was conducted [24] on both
the web and the rim samples according to [15,16]. The circumferential
and the radial web samples were exposed to a peak temperature of
300 ◦C. The rim samples were in turn exposed to thermal cycles with
peak temperatures of 300, 400, 600 and 650 ◦C, respectively.

A ‘worst-case scenario’ temperature cycle was derived from the
numerical model of tread braking temperatures developed in [25–27],
with a highest peak temperature of 650 ◦C when simulating brake
rig conditions at brake power 50 kW for 45 min. The curve for the
tread temperature found from this method was then parameterised by
fitting two exponential functions describing the heating and cooling
rates, respectively, as functions of time to the temperature curve from
the numerical model. The parameterised curve could then be scaled
directly in the MTS Software for various maximum temperature levels,
which would otherwise requiring individually defined interpolation
curves for the induction heater used. A starting temperature for the
temperature cycle was set to 50 ◦C to compensate for variations in
ambient conditions and the duration of the temperature cycles were
kept similar for all peak temperatures, with 45 min heating and approx-
imately 60 min cooling, in addition to a few minutes of rest between
cycles. This rest allows for a more even temperature distribution, but
also results in a variation of a few minutes in cycle time. This has no
significant effect on the mechanical response. The adopted temperature
curves are shown in Fig. 2.

Mechanical strain, i.e. elastic and plastic strains that are caused by
mechanical load and, particularly here, by constraints in combination
with thermal expansion. The simulated worst-case scenarios indicate
that this induced mechanical strain can vary between 30% and 60% of
the thermal strain, depending on location in the wheel. However, for
completeness the tests were set up to constrain the thermal expansion
to varying degrees, ranging from full constraint (mechanical strain
equal to 100% of thermal strain) to free expansion (no mechanical
strain). For each test series, thermal compensation were determined
from a zero-stress test [15,16] fitting a second-degree polynomial. After
calibration, anisothermal strain-controlled tests of at least five cycles
each were performed at mechanical strains of 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100%
of the thermal strain, based on the employed thermal compensation.
In Fig. 3(a), examples of tests with maximum temperature 600 ◦C are
shown. As seen, the constraint impacts the measured stress noticeably
with full constraint giving the largest stress magnitudes.

Fig. 3(b) shows the TMF stress responses for web and rim material
when tested at 300 ◦C using full constraint. The difference in stress
response is due to the original microstructure and correlates rather well
to the room temperature hardness. From Fig. 3(b), the ratio between
(algebraic) minimum stress is 𝜎rim∕𝜎web ≈ −400∕ − 300 ≈ 1.33, whereas
he hardness ratio is (Fig. 4(a)) 𝐻𝑉 rim∕𝐻𝑉 web ≈ 270∕210 ≈ 1.29.
he hardness thus correlates well with the minimum stress, which
orresponds to the highest load during the cycle. In tension, plastic
eformation is not reached as the yield strength is above 250 MPa at
emperatures below 300 ◦C.

.2. Hardness testing results

Hardness testing of a wheel cross section and on test specimens was
erformed using a Struers DuraScan 70 hardness tester with a Vickers
ardness (HV) load of 30 kg. The test specimens had been exposed to
ither TMF or isothermal testing. Fig. 4(a) shows that the rim hardness
s in the range of 260–280 HV, while the average web hardness is
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Fig. 1. (a) Locations of samples taken from wheels. Blue indicate circumferential rim samples, orange radial web samples and green circumferential web samples. (b) Dimensions
of the test specimens used. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2. Parameterised temperature curves used for TMF testing.

210 HV. The hardness variations are explained by the fact that the
wheel was heat treated by rim chilling at manufacturing. It can here
be noted that the hardness values for individual TMF test specimens
vary significantly; between 240 and 294 HV for virgin rim samples and
between 178 and 226 HV for virgin web samples. The virgin hardness
was measured on samples after testing, at the grip sections that were
not exposed to temperatures above 150 ◦C. The variations are likely
due to both different wheel batches and varying extraction locations
for the specimens.

Results of hardness testing of hot sections of specimens after be-
ing exposed to TMF testing are shown in Fig. 4(b). It is found that
the hardness is reduced significantly after TMF testing cycles with
maximum temperatures equal to or larger than 600 ◦C. The average
reductions in hardness, relative to normalised virgin hardness, are 9%
for the 600 ◦C cycles and 12% for the 650 ◦C cycles. This is in-line
with what was found in [7]. The slight hardening seen at 400 ◦C in
Fig. 4(b) is likely initial hardness variation of specimen based upon
other tests. The specimens are strained during the TMF cycles and
although cyclic straining is known to affect isotropic hardening [14],
this strain hardening has an insignificant effect on hardness as the total
accumulated plastic strain during the five anisothermal test cycles is
3

low. This is also supported by [7] in which little-to-no variation in
hardness was found after monotonic pre-straining of specimens using
similar strain levels. The hardness reduction at 600 and 650 ◦C is likely
due to the spheroidisation of the material, with the pearlite lamella
breaking up into spheroids. Given the link between hardness and plastic
behaviour, see Section 2, it is presumed that the measured reduction
in hardness will result in a proportional reduction of yield strength
and tangential moduli. This is employed and verified when studying
anisothermal material behaviour in the wheel web, see Sections 2.2 and
4.4.

2.3. Isothermal experiments

Results for isothermal uniaxial tests from previous studies [7,11,13]
for which the specimens were heated using an oven were used. Some
additional new tests were conducted in the present study. For the
former tests, the specimens were exposed to the elevated temperatures
in the oven for 1.5–2 h prior to initiation of the test sequence, to attain
a stabilised testing environment. This slow pre-heating resulted in a
softening and the results therefore do not correspond to virgin material
properties. Results from both strain-controlled and force-controlled
experiments are available. The strain-controlled tests are fully reversed
with strain amplitudes 0.6% and 1.0% and strain rates between 5×10−4

and 5×10−3 s−1 at varying temperatures. All tests, except for the ambi-
ent temperature test, include various hold times to show the viscous
behaviour of the material in terms of stress relaxation. Examples of
stress–strain cycles from a previous strain-controlled experiment are
shown in Fig. 5(a). Note the relaxation during the hold-time seen at
−1% strain when the stress increases from −700 MPa to −450 MPa.

The stress-controlled tests from [7,13] were cycled from −400 to
+600 MPa (mean stress 100 MPa) and for temperatures between 200
and 500 ◦C, see Fig. 5 for an example. Rates were between 0.5 and 5 Hz
(�̇� ≈ 3× 10−3 −9× 10−2 s−1) with slower and rapid cycles alternating as
the adiabatic heating from the rapid cycles may disturb the test results.
All tests were run until failure of the specimen, as seen in Fig. 5(b)
at 20 s. For this specific test, a rate change from 0.5 to 5 Hz can
be seen at 17 s. The process is similar for all stress-controlled tests,
with blocks of 0.5 Hz cycles followed by 5 Hz cycles, which are then
repeated. The varying frequency is used to improve modelling accuracy
of rate-dependent parameters.
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Fig. 3. (a) Measured temperature and stress histories for TMF tests over three test cycles, each of 110 min. Four rim samples were subjected to maximum temperature of 600 ◦C,
at different mechanical strain levels. (b) Specimens from web and rim subjected to maximum temperature 300 ◦C and 100% constraint.
Fig. 4. (a) Hardness distribution of cross section of wheel having ER7 material. (b) Results of hardness testing of specimens after being exposed to several cycles of TMF testing
with different maximum temperatures. The vertical bar indicates the range of measurements.
For the new isothermal tests, see [24], denoted rapidly heated tests,
the specimens were heated by an induction coil during some 220 s to
the test temperature of either 400 or 600 ◦C, after which the testing
sequence immediately was started. These specimens are thus tested
in a near-to virgin state, whereas oven tested ones had a long-time
exposure to elevated temperatures prior to testing. Note that ‘‘near-to
virgin’’ is used as some material changes will occur even during the
rapid heating to the testing temperature. The testing was limited to
temperature levels 400 and 600 ◦C to analyse material softening which
does not occur below 400 ◦C.

3. Material modelling

A plasticity model originally formulated by Chaboche [14] is chosen
as the base model to predict the behaviour of the ER7 steel. Vari-
ants of this model are available in commercial FE softwares such as
ABAQUS [28]. Although ordinarily formulated for specialised alloys
such as Nimonic and TA6V, it has previously been employed to predict
the behaviour of ER7 wheel steel [11,13] with high accuracy regarding
isothermal calibration. The Chaboche model is capable of capturing the
most important aspects of the ER7 behaviour (viscoplascity, static re-
laxation, nonlinear isotropic/kinematic hardening). The material model
used in the present paper will be summarised in the following and
has been implemented in a finite element code as a Fortran user
subroutine for the commercial software ABAQUS. Only small strains
are considered, with the total strain 𝝐tot being decomposed into elastic,
plastic and thermal strains 𝝐e, 𝝐p and 𝝐th, respectively,

𝝐tot = 𝝐e + 𝝐p + 𝝐th (1)
4

The thermal strain is calculated as 𝝐th = 𝛼𝛥𝑇 𝑰 where 𝛼 is the thermal
expansion coefficient and 𝛥𝑇 is the temperature increase. Furthermore,
the stress 𝝈 is given by the volumetric and deviatoric components 𝝈vol
and 𝝈dev as

𝝈vol = 3𝐾b𝝐e
vol = 𝑰 ∶ 𝝈 (2)

𝝈dev = 2𝐺𝝐e
dev = 𝝈 − 𝝈vol∕3𝑰 (3)

where 𝐾b is the bulk modulus and 𝐺 the shear modulus. The plastic
region is defined by the von Mises yield criterion

𝑓 =
√

3
2
(𝝈dev −𝑿) ∶ (𝝈dev −𝑿) − (𝑅+ 𝑘) =

√

3
2
|𝝈dev −𝑿|− (𝑅+ 𝑘) < 0

(4)

with 𝑿 being the kinematic stress (backstress), 𝑅 the isotropic harden-
ing stress and 𝑘 the initial yield stress. The viscoplastic strain is assumed
to evolve as

̇𝝐p = �̇�
𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝝈

=
𝜂(𝑓 )
𝑡∗

𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝝈

=
𝜂(𝑓 )
𝑡∗

√

3
2

𝝈dev −𝑿
|𝝈dev −𝑿|

(5)

Here, 𝑡∗ is a material parameter controlling the viscous behaviour and
𝜂(𝑓 ) is the Delobelle overstress function as described in [29], i.e.

𝜂(𝑓 ) = sinh
(⟨

𝑓
𝐷

⟩𝑛)

(6)

where 𝑓 is taken from Eq. (4). The parameter 𝐷 is used to achieve cor-
rect units and is set to 𝐷 = 1 MPa (although increasing it would affect
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Fig. 5. Examples of isothermal experiments. (a) Stress vs strain for strain-controlled experiment at strain amplitude 1.0% and 325 ◦C. (b) Strain vs time for stress-controlled
experiment at stress −400 to +600 MPa and 500 ◦C.
the evolution of viscoplastic strain by adjusting post-elastic behaviour,
not considered here). ⟨𝑥⟩ denotes Macaulay brackets, which gives 𝑥 if
𝑥 ≥ 0 and 0 if 𝑥 < 0. The evolution of the isotropic hardening stress 𝑅
is given by

�̇� = �̇�𝑏(𝑄 − 𝑅) (7)

where 𝑄 determines the saturation hardening and 𝑏, together with the
plastic multiplier �̇� from Eq. (5), determines the rate of hardening. It
should be noted that if 𝑄 is negative, softening of the material will
occur. The kinematic hardening uses a Chaboche decomposition of the
Armstrong–Frederick model [14,30].

This is further extended by including a static recovery effect to
account for relaxation of stress at hold times. The resulting evolution
of the kinematic stress is then

�̇�𝑖 = �̇�
( 2
3
𝐶𝑖𝝂 − 𝛾𝑖𝑿𝑖

)

− 𝛬
𝜏𝑖

(

|𝑿𝑖|

𝑀𝑖

)

𝑿𝑖 +
1
𝐶𝑖

𝑑𝐶𝑖
𝑑𝑇

�̇�𝑿𝑖 (8)

𝑿 =
𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
𝑿𝑖 (9)

𝛬 = 1 −

⟨

�̇�
⟩

|�̇� |
(10)

where 𝐶𝑖 is the slope of the plastic stress–strain curve, 𝛾𝑖 is the sat-
uration hardening and 𝜏𝑖, 𝑚𝑖 and 𝑀𝑖 = 1 control the static recovery.
The parameter 𝛬, which is introduced in the present study, disables
relaxation during straining, as it was found that relaxation prevents
build-up of kinematic stress due to the low strain-rate during the
anisothermal cycles. The index 𝑖 corresponds to different parts of the
stress–strain curve. The third term in Eq. (8) appears when including
temperature effects as discussed in [14], which was not implemented
in [13]. In the present paper, three kinematic stresses are presumed to
be sufficient to model the material behaviour as in [18,31], although
these studies concern different types of materials. Additional kinematic
stresses would lead to slightly improved predictions, but would require
more time for calibration.

Based on the results from the hardness tests, some non-recoverable
material changes occurs due to the prolonged exposure to high temper-
atures. Hardening due to thermal cycling, seen at 400 ◦C in Fig. 4(b),
is not considered since it is small as compared to other hardening
mechanisms. This can also be motivated by the low strain rate, in the
order 10−6 𝑠−1, of the anisothermal experiments, for which the isotropic
hardening variable 𝑅 remains at 0 as there is only minor plastification
for the few slow cycles studied, see Eq. (7). The softening at very
high temperature (>450 ◦C, see Fig. 4(b)) is similar to the hardness
reduction seen in [7,9], presumed to be caused by the spheroidisation
5

of pearlite as discussed in Section 2. Softening is accounted for as a
time-dependent exponential function given by

�̇� = 𝜌(𝑃∞ − 𝑃 ) (11)

Here P is hardness reduction, initially being zero, and 𝑃∞ is a parameter
representing the final hardness reduction (and the resultant change in
e.g. yield stress) and 𝜌(𝑇 ) is a parameter controlling the rate. After
exposure to 600 ◦C, an initial assumption of 𝑃∞ ≈ −0.1 may be made
from the hardness measurements, see Fig. 4(b), and a correction to
the yield stress 𝑘 can be made as 𝑘 = 𝑘virgin(1 + 𝑃 ), with 𝑘virgin being
the yield stress of the material prior to softening. This is also applied
to the 𝐶𝑖 constants in the same way, as these are partly controlling
plastic stress levels. In [18], a similar equation was used to model cyclic
softening, which tends to be a slow process. The softening mechanism
seen in the present paper gives similar mechanical response, but could
occur within a few minutes.

Finally, due to the large variation in hardness for the virgin speci-
mens, a correction factor is introduced as

ℋ = 𝐻specimen∕𝐻ref (12)

where 𝐻𝑉ref = 250 HV is considered to be the standard value for ER7
specimens used here. This value was chosen on the basis of previous
experiments [7] showing 250–260 HV at typical depths below the
wheel tread (running surface) where the test specimens are extracted.
This factor is then applied to the parameters 𝑘 and 𝐶𝑖 in the thermome-
chanical FE simulations to correct for test specimen hardness. Because
hardness information is not available for the older isothermal tests, no
correction can be made for them.

4. Parameter identification

In order to identify the parameters of the material model the fol-
lowing two-step procedure is adopted for the tests results from rim
specimens. As no isothermal data is available for web specimens the
same set of material parameters, corrected for hardness according
to Eq. (12), is used for FE simulations of anisothermal behaviour of
web material.

Firstly, a calibration of the isothermal parameters is made for the
temperature levels for which isothermal experimental data are avail-
able. A manual trial-and-error procedure is used to generate good initial
estimates of the parameters based on what the parameters are sup-
posed to represent physically. These initial estimates generally produce
good results, but perfect correspondence to shapes and peaks are not
achieved. This is followed by an optimisation, using the matmodfit
program [32], employing a Nelder–Mead [33] simplex algorithm im-
plemented in the NLOpt library [34]. It can be noted that to be able to
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Table 2
Results from experiments used in the calibration of the material model for rim material. For rapidly heated isothermal tests the target temperature
is reached within about 3 min whereas standard isothermal heating is significantly slower (in the order of hours). For anisothermal tests, the
temperature signifies maximum temperature, with total strain levels 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% of thermal strain carried out for all four maximum
temperature levels (i.e. 5 × 4 = 20 test samples).
Type of test/T [◦C] 20 200 300 325 400 500 600 650

Isoth. strain-cont. (0.6%/1% strain) ✓/- ✓/✓ -/- ✓/✓ ✓/✓ ✓/✓ ✓/✓ -/-
Rapidly heated isoth.l strain-cont. – – – – ✓ – ✓ –
Anisoth. strain-cont. – – ✓ – ✓ – ✓ ✓

Ratchetting (100 MPa mean stress) – ✓ ✓ – ✓ ✓ – –
Rapidly heated rat. (Zero mean stress) – – – – ✓ – ✓ –
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capture long-term effects such as ratchetting, softening or relaxation,
calibration for a high number of experimental cycles is required. As
the optimisation error is summed over the entire time, the accuracy
of particular segments (e.g. initial slower cycles) can be relatively low
although the overall error is low. The optimisation error is defined as

𝐸obj,𝜎 = 1
𝑡𝑁 − 𝑡0

𝑁
∑

𝑖=0
𝛥𝑡𝑖

[

𝜎sim(𝑡𝑖) − 𝜎exp(𝑡𝑖)
]2 (13)

for times 𝑡0 to 𝑡𝑁 . Because of the relatively good accuracy of the initial
estimates, all parameters are free during the optimisation, although
some parameters ranges are small. The optimisation algorithm does not
normally yield perfect results due to the large number of parameters,
tending to show local minima that do not provide the desired final
solution. The parameter values from a single optimisation run are
thus manually checked regarding how well they correspond to the
experimental curves.

Secondly, the isothermal calibration is compared to the anisother-
mal experiments and the ratchetting experiments, in order to ensure
good correspondence. If necessary, a minor recalibration is performed
to achieve better results. The idea is to prevent major discrepancies
from appearing in the respective curves. This work is mostly done
manually with a limited number of specific parameters (depending
on exact phenomenon of interest) and then re-running the Nelder–
Mead optimisation. The calibration procedure is then repeated several
times, with each further step in the optimisation having more param-
eters approaching their final values. Although time-consuming, these
repeated FE simulations ensures that the parameters not simply give a
mathematically accurate fit, but also may attain reasonable values that
allow for physical interpretation.

The procedure is performed for all the six temperature levels used
in the material model and for each strain level, see Table 2. Thus, an
optimisation procedure is performed for each of the eleven isothermal
test samples according to Table 2. As expected, the material behaviour
varies slightly between tests at different strain levels for a given temper-
ature, possibly due to slight differences in specimen size and hardness
variation (see Section 2.3) or defects induced from manufacturing or
machining. If there is a noticeable difference between the parameters
determined from 0.6% and 1.0% strain level tests, the latter is used
since this prevents underestimation of stresses.

For the isothermal strain-controlled experiments at elevated temper-
atures, hold times in the order of 2 h prior to testing (see Section 2.3)
was used, which means that some thermal changes occurred before
the actual test, see Eq. (11). This softening process is calibrated by
comparison with the rapidly heated isothermal tests, see Table 2.

The anisothermal experiments introduced substantial complexity to
the material model calibration and also prompted further develop-
ment of the model. A formal optimisation is difficult to pursue as the
isothermal parameters are interpolated between the experimental tem-
peratures to generate parameter values for intermediary temperatures.
Effects such as softening that has already occurred in the isother-
mal tests, was found to change the specimen behaviour forcing the
modelling of non-recoverable material change, see Eqs. (11). Finally,
when the specimens were subject to very slow strain variations, static
relaxation was observed not to occur, necessitating disabling of the 𝜏𝑖
6

parameter, see Eqs. (8)–(10). f
4.1. Identification of cyclic isothermal model parameters

Estimates of Young’s modulus 𝐸, yield stress 𝑘, kinematic hardening
moduli (plastic stiffness) 𝐶𝑖, and kinematic saturation 𝛾𝑖 are found for
each temperature level using the initial ten cycles of the isothermal
strain-controlled test data. The strain rates of these tests are between
̇ = 0.5×10−3 and 5×10−3 s−1. Initially, a stress–strain fitting algorithm
adapted from [35] is used. Here 𝐶1 is the initial plastic stiffness, 𝐶2
for the mid region and 𝐶3 for the final almost linear region. From
his follows that 𝐶1 > 𝐶2 > 𝐶3 and that 𝛾3 ≈ 0. The parameters 𝛾𝑖
re estimated via 𝐶𝑖∕𝛾𝑖 as this is the stress range for each kinematic
omponent. For all temperatures, Poisson’s ratio 𝜈 = 0.3 is assumed.

After this, the isotropic saturation hardening 𝑄, see Eq. (7), can be
alculated from the increase or decrease in peak stress over the entire
est, with the exponent 𝑏 controlling the rate at which 𝑅 approaches the
alue of 𝑄. Note that 𝑏 according to [14] should generally be between
0 and 0.5 to result in saturation within 10–1000 cycles. Next, the
elaxation parameters 𝜏𝑖 for the static recovery of kinematic hardening
an be identified from the relaxation parts of the stress–time curves
orresponding to hold time. The first two kinematic stresses 𝑿1 and
2 tend to have rapid relaxation while 𝑿3 has significantly slower or

on-existent relaxation for all temperatures above room temperature.
his can be seen from the rapid stress increase during hold times (see
he rightmost parts of Figs. 6(b)–6(d)). The parameters 𝜏𝑖 will also affect
he peak cyclic stresses, in particular for slower cycles, and cannot be
solated from hold times. Finally, 𝑡∗ and 𝑛 could be estimated from the
lastic multiplier �̇� and the stress 𝜎 as noted in [14], but are here simply
alibrated using the optimisation routine.

The process of optimisation is performed with the above values as
nitial estimates and examples of the results are shown in Fig. 6. Values
f the optimised parameters are shown in Tables 3 and 4. The values for
igher temperatures (≥500 ◦C) are valid for a fully softened material
iven any thermal damage have already occurred from the 1.5–2 h
urnace heating. For a virgin material (i.e. without prior softening),
he model parameters 𝑘 and 𝐶𝑖, as noted previously, should then be
ncreased by 10% for 500 and 20% for 600 ◦C and above, see Table 5.
or behaviour above 600 ◦C, the same parameters are for 600 ◦C are
sed apart from the softening parameter 𝑃∞ as this has been established
n [7], see Section 4.3.

.2. Ratchetting

Examples of 100 MPa mean stress (−400 MPa minimum stress,
600 MPa maximum stress) ratchetting (stress-controlled) experiments
nd model calculations, found from parameter values given in Sec-
ion 4.1, are shown in Fig. 7. Some discrepancies can be seen when
omparing the experimental and simulated curves, but the initial cycles
re fairly well captured. The behaviour at the highest tested temper-
ture 500 ◦C where the specimen breaks after approximately 20 s
s difficult to capture well (not shown in figures). An explanation to
he rising strain measured during the rapid cycles (1 Hz) could be
lastification induced heating, which means that the temperature was
igher than intended (up to 30 ◦C in some cases), allowing for more
iscous flow. A significant scatter in the resulting strains are observed

or tests at the same temperature from previous experiments conducted
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Table 3
Material parameter values after optimisation using isothermal test results.
T [◦C] 𝐸 [GPa] 𝑘 [MPa] 𝐶1 [GPa] 𝐶2 [GPa] 𝐶3 [GPa] 𝑄 [MPa] 𝑏 [-]

RT 185 300 80 75 15 100 0.1
200 180 300 80 75 15 100 0.1
325 180 240 110 60 14 100 1.0
400 170 210 100 70 9.0 −5.0 1.0
500 165 115 100 70 5.0 −25 0.4
600 150 50 150 100 10 −30 0.1
Table 4
Material parameter values after optimisation using isothermal test results.
T [◦C] 𝛾1 [-] 𝛾2 [-] 𝜏1 [s] 𝜏2 [s] 𝜏3 [s] 𝑡∗ [s] 𝑛 [-]

RT 880 970 1.0 × 106 1.0 × 106 1.0 × 106 3.5 × 103 0.63
200 880 970 5.0 × 103 5.0 × 105 3.7 × 106 3.5 × 103 0.63
325 100 500 1.0 × 103 5.0 × 104 3.7 × 106 3.5 × 102 0.60
400 1400 600 1.3 × 103 3.7 × 104 1.3 × 106 3.9 × 106 0.50
500 2800 600 8.0 × 102 5.0 × 103 1.0 × 106 1.9 × 106 0.48
600 1600 1600 4.0 × 102 4.0 × 103 1.0 × 104 1.0 × 105 0.48
Fig. 6. Comparisons between experimental data in blue and simulated behaviour using optimised parameters in red at (a) RT (b) 200 ◦C, (c) 400 ◦C, (d) 600 ◦C. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
in [7]. This scatter is caused by loading when the material is almost
perfectly plastic, which implies that small disturbances in the load may
lead to large changes in the resulting strain. Data from only one test
was used for each temperature level due to the large variations in the
result.

In the long term, after say 50 cycles, the Chaboche model tends to
overpredict the strain. This does not necessarily present a significant
problem for the planned wheel FE simulations since the number of
brake test cycles are limited to be in the order of 10.

The rapidly heated zero mid-stress ratchetting experiments at 400 ◦C
and 600 ◦C cannot be replicated using the implemented Chaboche
7

model since the plastic strain is calculated to be zero after a full cycle.
This is not an issue as only the first ten or so cycles are of interest here.
For the zero mean stress ratcheting, the results are shown in Fig. 8. As
seen, the correspondence is quite good, especially for the comparison
at 400 ◦C in Fig. 8(a), with only the first cycle differing somewhat.
At 600 ◦C, the minimum strain is lower as the cycle is symmetric
and the mean stress is zero. This misprediction is reasonable given the
sensitivity of the material at this temperature level. It also indicates
that some additional model correction to handle the rapid cycling at
600 ◦C or better characterisation of the scatter in material properties
may be necessary.
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Fig. 7. Comparisons between the 100 MPa mean stress ratchetting experimental data (blue) and simulated behaviour using optimised material parameters (red) at temperature
levels (a) 200 ◦C and (b) 400 ◦C. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 8. Comparisons between zero mean stress ratchetting experimental data (blue) and the simulated behaviour using the optimised material parameters (red) at various temperature
levels and 0 mean stress. (a) 400 ◦C and (b) 600 ◦C. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
4.3. Identification of thermal deterioration parameters

The strain-controlled isothermal experiments at 600 ◦C show clear,
rapid reductions in stress amplitudes, see Fig. 9. From present hardness
measurements, see Section 2 and [7,9], a reduction of 10%–20% of
hardness is found at room temperature after high temperature expo-
sure. This reduction in hardness correlates linearly with a reduction in
yield stress [19,20], which would then affect the (thermo)mechanical
response. Additionally, it can be seen from the stress–strain curves that
the plastic tangential moduli are also affected. The stress–strain curves
of the different experiments at 600 ◦C are compared in Fig. 9(a). The
maximum measured stress magnitude for the rapidly heated specimen,
which is initially 360 MPa, is reduced by approximately 100 MPa after
200 s (50 cycles), when it also coincides well with the already softened
isothermal specimen that was slowly heated, see the blue curves in
Fig. 9(a).

From Fig. 9(a), it is evident that the elastic stiffness is constant
for the four cycles, but that the plastic behaviour and yield stress at
high temperature changes with time. This corresponds to a reduction
in 𝑘 and 𝐶𝑖 due to the heat exposure. As the maximum decrease in
hardness from the present experiments and in [7] is 10%–20% for
600 ◦C, it follows that 𝑃∞, see Eq. (11), should be in the range
−0.10 and −0.20. This is further extrapolated for higher temperatures
and at 650 ◦C 𝑃∞ = −0.25 is used, which is in line with the long
term reduction given in [7]. The rate parameter 𝜌 is fitted to the
stress amplitude histories extracted from the rapidly heated tests, see
8

Table 5
Material parameter values after optimisation (𝜌 = 0 indicates no softening rate).

T [◦𝐶] 20 200 325 400 500 600

𝜌 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
𝑃∞ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 −0.1 −0.2

Fig. 9(b). Hardness measurements and also the rapidly heated test at
400 ◦C indicate that no softening occurs at 400 ◦C. Moreover, since
the hardness measurement in Fig. 4(b) suggests a linear decrease with
temperature, 𝑃∞ = −0.1 at 500 ◦C is suggested and later verified by
anisothermal FE simulations, see Section 4.4. The parameter values
are given in Table 5. The behaviour, see Fig. 9(b) for the initial ≈
300 s (75 cycles) is reasonable, after which the stress range is constant
for the model whereas the stress range in the experiments continues
to decrease. It was considered likely that mechanical damage due to
the cyclic straining had influenced the behaviour of the tests, which
here is difficult to distinguish from thermal deterioration. Under the
present assumptions, the material model is at 600 ◦C unable to give
stresses lower than 250 MPa with current parameter values whereas
the experiments reaches stresses below 200 MPa levels prior to failure.
This is a possible subject for future investigation.

4.4. Simulations of anisothermal behaviour

Several methods are available to determine material parameter
values at temperatures in-between those used for determining the
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Fig. 9. (a) Comparison of stress–strain curves of strain-controlled testing at 600 ◦C for rapidly heated and slowly heated (already softened) specimens. (b) Comparisons of stress
amplitudes between strain controlled rapidly heated experiment at 600 ◦C (blue) and FE simulation using Eq. (11) (red). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 10. Anisothermal experiments in blue compared to the FE simulation results, in red for the current model and black for the previous model, for (a) 300 ◦C, at 𝝐tot = 0, (b)
400 ◦C at 𝝐tot = 0.5𝜖th, (c) 600 ◦C at 𝝐tot = 0.5𝜖th, (d) 650 ◦C at 𝝐tot = 0.5𝜖th. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
isothermal behaviour. Polynomial and exponential interpolation have
been utilised before [36] in addition to defining parameters as math-
ematical functions prior to identification [21,37]. The solution to the
isothermal problem is not unique and some parameters are strongly
correlated, making it difficult to isolate the effect of individual parame-
ters. In the present work, linear interpolation is utilised for the majority
of the parameters with the exception of relaxation times 𝜏𝑖 and 𝑡∗, for
which logarithmic interpolation is used. Hence sudden jumps associ-
ated with linear interpolation for values varying with several orders of
magnitude near the ends of a temperature interval are avoided.
9

An updated calibration of the parameters and inclusion of softening
according to Eq. (11) utilising the 𝛬-factor and accounting for specimen
hardness influence on 𝑘 and 𝐶𝑖 parameters, yields the results shown
in Figs. 10 (a)–(d). For comparison also a prediction calculated with
the previous wheel model [13] has been added in Fig. 10(b)–(d) to
highlight differences, but since it works well for 300 ◦C it has been
omitted there for clarity of the figure. For 300 ◦C full (100%) constraint
is chosen to highlight the largest differences in stress between web
and rim, see Fig. 10(a). The results show that the fitted parameters
of the material model generally predict the anisothermal behaviour
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well. The behaviour stabilises after the first cycle. For the 600 and
650 ◦C FE simulations softening occur, see Eq. (11), and also here the
behaviour is well predicted. Some discrepancies can be seen where the
minimum and the maximum stresses are reached. As seen in Fig. 10,
the model with the previously used parameters [13] shows reasonable
values, but it tends to misestimate minimum and maximum stresses
when peak temperature are high enough to cause permanent material
softening in the experiment. Furthermore, it does not capture the
spread in parameter values due to hardness, and generally requires
smaller increments due to lower numerical stability.

The experiments and the FE simulations at 300 ◦C for specimens
achined from wheel rim and web (c.f. Fig. 3(b)) also serves as a

rude verification of Eq. (12) that links material yield with hardness.
ecause of the rim chilling treatment of the wheels, the measured
ardnesses of the specimens show a range of 178 to 273 HV. The
verage values are 198 and 221 HV for the web specimens, depending
n radial or longitudinal machining (c.f. Fig. 1a) and 254 HV for the
im, which can be seen from e.g. Fig. 4(a). No difference apart from this
ardness variation is apparent in the behaviour of the web specimen,
nd the lower hardness values suggests lower forces measured in the
xperiments. This is shown in Fig. 10(a) where comparisons are made
etween the experiments and the web specimens show 100 MPa lower
tress magnitude in compression. The parameters calibrated for the
im material and adjusted for the lower hardness of the web, produce
esults that correspond well to the experiments, indicating that the
arameter choices are adequate in Eq. (12).

. Conclusion

A viscoplastic material model has been developed and implemented
o enhance the predictive capabilities regarding the material behaviour
f ER7 wheel steel. The model, which is based on a preexisting isother-
ally calibrated model [13], has been calibrated against iso- and

nisothermal experimental data to better capture the material be-
aviour in a tread braked railway wheel. The model includes additional
inematic stress components to capture the plastic behaviour and a
oftening law to predict the material changes such as spheroidisation
hat is observed during anisothermal cycles at higher temperatures. It
s observed that the material model can be calibrated to capture both
sothermal and anisothermal cycles well, with strain rates ranging from
�̇� = 5×10−6 to 5×10−3 s−1. This does not however come without issues
s the long-term ratchetting performance at high temperature is worse
hen compared to [13].

The anisothermal experiments are reasonably captured by the orig-
nal isothermally calibrated material model, but discrepancies are ob-
erved. It was found that time-dependent material softening needed to
e implemented and that a significant variation in hardness had to be
ccounted for. Moreover, static recovery, as previously implemented,
as not suitable for the slow TMF cycles as no kinematic stresses could
e built up. Extending the model to account for these effects resulted
n improved capture of the anisothermal cycles, although the variations
n the experimental results present challenges to achieve an accurate
ptimisation of the material model. Future work regarding additional
inematic components to further distinguish the plastic regimes and
hresholds for ratchetting, may improve the modelling of the long-
erm ratchetting. However, it is deemed that additional results from
atchetting tests would then be required.

It is believed that the current model constitutes an additional step
owards accurate finite element simulation of railway wheel behaviour.
he model will in the near-future be further exploited in finite element
imulations of railway wheels and validated against full-scale testing
10

sing results from a full-scale brake test rig.
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